Class of 2023 Notice from your Director of Foundations:

Notice: Spring 2021 Convergence Course will be fully REMOTE - The Convergence course and all other Foundations Spring events/requirements will held in a fully REMOTE format.

Changes that will occur as a result of the fully REMOTE Spring:

1. Convergence will be delivered REMOTELY and scheduled for afternoons to accommodate West coast students.
2. End of Foundations Clinical Skills Exam will be completed in December during HDRH.
3. Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support (ACLS) certification in the Sim center is being planned.
4. Step 1 study and support will be delivered remotely.
5. NBME CBSE exam will be remotely proctored
6. Tablet computers will be delivered to students prior to winter break
7. PHP Projects :Presentations to be remote and moved to December
8. End of Foundations Celebration will be remote.

Students who remain local will be able to study in LCOM spaces, and we are working to make the process of locating available study space easier.

Note that the start date for Clerkship Orientation is March 22, and you will need to follow the quarantine requirements that are in place at that time prior to returning.

Karen Lounsbury, Ph.D.
Director of Foundations